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Executive Summary 

The geographic shift in consumer spending over the last decade has been enormous, resulting in a 

change of priorities for many retailers. Rising incomes, improved infrastructure and fewer tariffs 

have made a number of emerging markets both more accessible and more attractive. The lure of 

high growth rates fuelled interest and investment into these markets, sparking a sharp rise in the 

number of market entries from retailers across the world.  

Many developed markets, on the other hand, have faced long periods of stagnation and in some 

cases, decline. This has forced retailers from these markets to reconsider domestic store expansion 

and look for opportunities in new markets. Exacerbated by the rise of e-commerce, the growth in 

the size and number of internet retailers has made saturated markets even more competitive. 

These two forces of attraction and repulsion have propelled the internationalisation of retail. 

However, “with great reward comes great risk” and while it is easy to highlight double-digit growth 

rates, recent history is littered with examples of how the internationalisation of retail can turn into 

an expensive error. 

This white paper seeks to validate the concept that recognising and delivering what the consumer 

wants lies at the heart of every international retail success story. Underperformance and market 

exits, similarly, are underpinned by a lack of understanding of the market. The key takeaways from 

this white paper are:  

 
 Domestic saturation and the high growth nature of emerging markets are the biggest 

drivers of the internationalisation of retail. 
 

 Acquisition of supply chain infrastructure and local knowledge mean grocery retailers are 
best suited to inorganic international growth.  

 

 Vertically integrated retailers stand a much greater chance of success when 
internationalising compared to multi-brand retailers. 

 

 High growth opportunities from luxury brand retailers will be geographically different from 
the rest of the retail world. 

 

 The shortage of international home improvement and gardening retailers proves that some 
retail concepts are harder to export than others. 

 

 Despite the importance of internet retailing, real growth abroad requires stores. 
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Introduction 

Sustained and meaningful growth in a new market requires a combination of local knowledge, 

suitable retail premises and a proven business model. For many ambitious retailers seeking to 

expand abroad, only the latter is ever considered, which ultimately leads to a costly and 

embarrassing market exit or a strategic rethink. 

For the vast majority of successful international retailers, adjustment of the business model is the 

fundamental starting point to entering a new market. Consumers around the world are radically 

different, so it is illogical to assume they all want to purchase exactly the same thing in exactly the 

same way. 

The degree of adjustment, however, varies greatly from channel to channel and from retailer to 

retailer. For grocery retailers, internationalising is a complex and high risk venture. Consumers’ 

eating habits, even within a market, tend to be diverse and therefore product range and brand 

preference are crucial components of international expansion strategy. 

A vertically integrated apparel retailer, on the other hand, will not necessarily have to modify its 

store format or product range given that fashion trends tend to occur at a global level. However, 

price and competitive positioning are areas that need to be fine-tuned in order to maximise sales in 

new markets. 
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Domestic Competition, Saturation and the International Incentive 

Trouble at Home: Maturity, Cannibalisation and Over-Exposure 

As developed markets mature, competition intensifies for both manufacturers and retailers. At this 

stage, retailers must seek to differentiate themselves or risk facing a lethal combination of falling 

sales and margins. 

Internet retailing is also a growing threat to store-based retailers and the majority of chained 

retailers in developed markets now also sell their products online through their websites. While this 

may keep store-based retailers relevant in the modern world, it also presents a new challenge: 

cannibalisation. With consumers able to shop online, do retailers in mature markets still need as 

many stores? For some, the answer is yes, but a nationwide delivery network will inevitably displace 

some “store” sales. 

Another worry for image-conscious retailers is over-exposure. Premium brands require an air of 

exclusivity and once a brand is perceived to be over-exposed, it is difficult to undo the damage. Too 

many stores in one country can run the risk of brand devaluation and therefore retailers can resort 

to internationalisation to grow without damaging brand perception at home. 

TJX Cos Inc: The largest apparel retailer in 

the world has built up vast economies of 

scale in its native North American market. 

However, presented with limited 

domestic growth potential, the company 

expanded to Europe with its first UK store 

opening in 1994. By 2012, 261 stores had 

opened up across the UK and Ireland and 

new markets had to be identified in order 

to prevent a slowdown.  

Figure 1 TJX Cos Inc: “Growing a Global, Off-Price 
Value Company”. Graph recreated from data 
sourced from TJX Cos Inc’s investor relations page. 

 

Searching for Growth: The Lure of Emerging Markets 

While maturity, cannibalisation and over-exposure may push retailers to expand elsewhere, there 

are a number of factors pulling retailers towards emerging markets. High, sustained economic 

growth over the last couple of decades has transformed many low-income markets into new 

consumer bases hungry for brands. Nowhere has this been truer than in China, which has 

experienced a genuine retail revolution since the 1990s. 

In addition to growing incomes and appetites, many emerging markets have become more 

transparent, making conducting business a more straightforward task. While there is still room for 

improvement, progress has been sufficient enough to attract many of the world’s largest retailers. In 

2011, Wal-Mart acquired South African Massmart, taking the US retailer into 13 Sub-Saharan 

countries. Many eyes will be on Wal-Mart’s progress in Africa and the acquisition could herald a 
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flurry of copycat market entries over the next few years as retailers seek to “conquer” the African 

market. 

Case Study: The Evolution in H&M’s Store Growth 

Between 1996 and 2007, H&M’s Swedish store portfolio had remained stable at around 14 locations 

per million capita. However, in 2008, the company opened 26 stores in one year and crowded the 

market with H&M stores. While sales increased in the short term, the recently opened stores 

struggled to generate new sales and cannibalisation ensued with sales per sq m falling dramatically. 

H&M’s launch of its transactional website is also thought to have exacerbated this issue with a 

growing number of consumers ordering online. 

 

Figure 2 H&M Stores in Stockholm and Beijing. Map area approximately 30 sq km. Store presence as of Q2 2011. 

Stockholm, Sweden has the largest number of H&M stores anywhere in the world with 25 stores in a 

30 sq km area. With such a high density of stores, any new stores H&M opens in the area are likely 

to result in cannibalisation, which ultimately leads to declining sales per sq m. The meteoric rise of 

internet retailing in Sweden has already started to compound this issue. An established store 

network will always be required for apparel retailers to showcase their goods, but over-expansion, 

particularly in costly developed markets is likely to weigh heavily on any future profits. 

In stark contrast to Stockholm, H&M’s store presence in Beijing is relatively sparse with many 

neighbourhoods entirely underserved. Compared to Sweden, internet retailing in China is in its 

infancy with the vast majority of sales occurring in stores. This reliance on stores places further 

importance on the company’s store expansion in emerging markets. 

The lack of suitable retail property in many emerging markets has deterred many apparel retailers 

from entering in the past. Unlike Western Europe, where high street shopping is dominant, malls are 

the preferred shopping venue in China’s major cities. Consequently, retailers such as H&M need to 

secure the few upmarket leases that emerge in markets such as China. 
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How Grocery Retailers Enter New Markets 

What Consumers Eat Differs More Than What They Wear 

The logistical challenges associated with grocery retailing make it a far more problematic channel to 

internationalise and it is for this reason that far fewer grocery retailers choose to pursue growth in 

foreign markets. Internationalisation of grocery retail requires the understanding of the fundamental 

differences in consumers’ eating habits, brand preferences and even store layouts. Put simply, a 

fixed retail model in grocery cannot work. One of the most recognisable retail brands, 7-Eleven, 

alters its offerings in line with what consumers prefer with “Super Big Gulp” soft drinks sold in the US 

and dumplings sold in China. 

Fresh food: Historically, consumers’ 

fresh food intake has depended on 

availability of food crops. This has 

created a strong preference for 

certain foods types over time. Over 

40% of fresh food consumed in China 

is vegetables compared to 28% in 

Poland and just 25% in the US. By 

contrast, meat is far more important 

in US diets and starchy roots such as 

potatoes are crucial to the Polish. 

Figure 3 Fresh Food: Volume Consumption of 
Selected Fresh Food as a Percentage of Total 
Fresh Food, 2011. Euromonitor International, 
Fresh Foods. 

 

Inorganic Growth Proves to be the Best Approach for Grocery 

Unlike other retail channels that can afford to grow organically in new markets, there are a number 

of factors that make growth through acquisition the preferred option for grocery retailers entering 

new markets. 

Lower margins generated by grocery retail mean these stores require large volume sales which in 

turn require high footfall. While this can be achieved organically, it is far less risky for a grocery 

retailer to build upon an existing site and its customer base. Establishing new relations with suppliers 

can also be lengthy and lead to errors on both sides for a new grocery chain. Acquisition of an 

existing chain complete with its prior supplier arrangements is likely to be a far wiser move. 

The organic route, however, can still be a profitable venture for grocery retailers, particularly those 

introducing a new store format into a market in which it does not exist. The phenomenal growth of 

hypermarkets in China is, after all, due to organic expansion by foreign retailers such as Auchan and 

Wal-Mart. Similarly, the niche store format that discounters operate in means they may not be able 

to acquire an existing chain resulting in organic expansion being the only option. 
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Case Study: Tesco Fails to Sell “Fresh & Easy” to American Consumers 

Selling fresh foods to the image-conscious consumers of California sounds like a recipe for retail 

success. However, after five years of rapid expansion, Tesco’s Fresh & Easy stores have yet to break 

even, let alone revolutionise the US grocery market. 

Fresh but not easy: Having expanded 

rapidly to 199 stores in 2011, Tesco 

has made a number of fundamental 

errors in judgement about the US 

market. 

Competition in the US grocery market 

is intense and Tesco appears to have 

underestimated this. Rivals such as 

Save-A-Lot, Albertsons and Ralphs 

responded instantly to Fresh & Easy’s 

entry by revamping their private label 

ranges, emphasising fresh food and 

widening ranges of ready meals.

   

Fresh & Easy’s property portfolio is also unsuitable. If the convenience-supermarket concept is to 

work, it needs to be accessible. Many of the Fresh & Easy stores are, however, not located in prime 

sites, making the longer drive to the store inconvenient.  

Other issues with entry include the fact that Fresh & Easy private label brands are not familiar 

enough to replace regular products and that placing imminent sell-by dates on ready meals indicates 

to US consumers that products are close to expiration, rather than high quality and fresh. 

More detailed knowledge of US consumers and their consumption habits would have highlighted 

these fundamental flaws in Tesco’s entry strategy and prevented the heavy losses that have 

occurred since. 

Figure 4 Fresh & Easy in Las Vegas, USA. 
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World’s Top Grocery Retailers Ranked by International Sales 

 

Global Brand Owner Country of 
Origin 

Total Sales 
2011 Rank 

2006 
Rank 

2011 Rank 2011 Sales – 
US$ Million 

Wal-Mart Stores Inc USA 1 2 1 90,310 
Carrefour SA France 2 1 2 59,811 

Royal Ahold NV Netherlands 9 3 3 46,406 

Internationale Spar Centrale BV Netherlands 13 4 4 40,082 

Schwarz Beteiligungs GmbH Germany 4 5 5 39,994 

Auchan Group SA France 8 6 6 39,911 

Aldi Group Germany 6 7 7 35,565 

Tesco Plc United Kingdom 3 8 8 34,645 

Seven & I Holdings Co Ltd Japan 7 10 9 25,786 

Delhaize Group SA Belgium 21 9 10 23,767 

Casino Guichard-Perrachon SA France 12 11 11 22,173 

Rewe Group Germany 23 12 12 17,076 

Safeway Inc USA 16 13 13 6,075 

FamilyMart Co Ltd Japan 28 17 14 4,727 

ITM Entreprises SA France 22 14 15 4,711 

Woolworths Ltd Australia 14 15 16 3,912 

E Leclerc France 17 16 17 3,632 

AEON Group Japan 30 18 18 847 

Lawson Inc Japan 24 20 19 172 

Migros Genossenschaftsbund eG Switzerland 31 19 20 135 

X5 Retail Group NV Russia 25 21 21 71 

Table 1 Euromonitor International 
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Apparel Specialist Retailers: Can a “One Size Fits All” Approach Work? 

Fashion Proves to be Universal 

While the disparity in global food preferences has shown grocery retailers need to adapt to the local 

market, consumers’ tastes in non-grocery products such as electronics, apparel and furniture have 

proven to be far more universal. 

The apparel industry is an example of how well some consumer trends travel across the world. 

Whether it is inside a Chicago shopping mall or on a high street in London, major apparel retailers 

such as H&M, Zara and Gap have been able to sell almost exactly the same products across all of 

their stores. This proves, to some degree, that apparel retailers can apply a more homogenous 

approach to internationalisation. 

While the product range may be appealing to all consumers, there are a number of details that 

apparel retailers should pay attention to. Pricing is a key area of consideration as it can make the 

difference between affordable and unobtainable. Average incomes in emerging markets, while 

rising, are still fractions of consumers’ income in the developed world. In order to charge “European” 

prices, apparel retailers need to convince local consumers their brands are superior to the cheaper 

alternatives in the market. 

 

Figure 5 Zara store in Jakarta, Indonesia. 

Figure 6 Zara store in China. Figure 7 Zara store in Thessaloniki, Greece. 
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Case Study: How Zara Positions Itself Differently 

across the Markets it Operates in 

As one of the most globally successful apparel retail 

brands, Inditex-owned Zara has stores in 78 markets 

around the world. While the products in each of the 

stores are typically from the same lines, Zara varies its 

pricing across the markets in which it operates. 

This highlights one of the greatest benefits of 

internationalisation for apparel retailers: the ability to 

adjust price positioning. By using price discrimination, 

Zara is able to charge the “optimal” prices for its goods 

in different markets, thereby maximising value sales. 

Within the EU, the growth of internet retailing has 

resulted in a growing number of cross-border internet 

sales taking place and this has led to greater price 

transparency. Ultimately, this has forced Zara to 

harmonise prices across Europe (or at least the 

Eurozone) in order to prevent a large number of 

consumers from Northern Europe buying the same 

products from the Spanish Zara site. 

Zara’s pricing in Europe positions the retailer firmly in 

the middle of the market. Prices are cheapest in Spain, 

Slovenia and Portugal, although pricing across most of 

the other European markets is fairly similar.  

Zara’s most significant difference in positioning 

strategy appears to be in relation to emerging markets. 

Prices charged in Asia Pacific markets are higher 

despite lower average incomes. This change in pricing 

strategy is a deliberate attempt to position itself higher 

in the apparel retail market. Zara’s prices in Indonesia, 

the Philippines, Thailand and China are higher than 

anywhere in the EU, with the exception of Scandinavia. 

  

Figure 8 Global Price Comparison. Data 

collected in August 2012. Euromonitor 
International 
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Luxury Retailers Take the Road Less Travelled 

Unlike most other retailers, luxury retailers make their income from a small fraction of the overall 

consumer base. For this reason, a fast-growing market such as India may not necessarily be as 

attractive an option for luxury retailers as it would be for grocery retailers. The reason for this is that 

luxury retailers target markets containing a large number of high-earning individuals as opposed to 

markets that display rapid growth in consumption.  

Households with an Annual Disposable Income over US$300,000 (Constant) - '000 

Markets Rank 2012 Rank 2015 Rank 2020 Households (‘000) 2020 

US 1 1 1 7,239 

China 3 2 2 2,241 

Japan 2 3 3 1,370 

Germany 4 4 4 776 

Australia 8 6 5 681 

France 5 5 6 650 

Brazil 9 8 7 597 

India 11 10 8 552 

UK 6 7 9 541 

Italy 7 9 10 460 

Canada 10 11 11 395 

Russia 13 12 12 394 

Spain 11 13 13 310 

Mexico 14 14 14 251 

South Korea 15 15 15 224 

Turkey 17 16 16 199 

United Arab Emirates 19 18 17 178 

Switzerland 16 17 18 170 

Indonesia 21 20 19 162 

Hong Kong, China 23 21 20 151 

Table 2  Households with an Annual Disposable Income over US$300,000 (Constant). Euromonitor International 

While the BRIC markets are often cited as the “go to” markets for growth, only China and Brazil 

feature in the top 10 markets by number of high-earning households in 2012. The main reason for is 

despite the high growth forecast in average incomes, most gains in India and Russia are expected to 

be among the lower- and middle-income groups. Over the next eight years, however, both India and 

Russia will enter the top of the table. 

For luxury retailers, maintaining a connection with the fashion capitals of the world can be more 

important than searching for growth. This explains the number of luxury brands based in cities such 

as Milan, London and Paris. 

The significance of the department store channel also determines whether or not a luxury brand 

should open a store in a new market. Aside from brand boutiques and duty-free stores, department 

stores are the only suitable settings for the sale of luxury goods. The dominance of the channel in 

markets such as South Korea, Singapore and China reduces the requirement for luxury goods 

manufacturers to set up their own stores in these countries.  
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World’s Top Apparel Specialist Retailers Ranked by International Sales 
 

Global Brand Owner Country of 
Origin 

Total Sales 
2011 Rank 

2006 
Rank 

2011 
Rank 

2011 International 
Sales 

H&M Hennes & Mauritz AB Sweden 3 1 1 16,123 

Inditex Spain 2 3 2 13,058 

C&A Mode Brenninkmeijer & Co Germany 5 2 3 7,476 

TJX Cos Inc, The USA 1 4 4 4,417 

adidas AG Germany 20 8 5 3,051 

Gap Inc, The USA 4 5 6 2,838 

Foot Locker Inc USA 9 6 7 1,863 

Benetton Group SpA Italy 19 7 8 1,490 

Esprit Holdings Ltd Germany 25 9 9 1,401 

Heinrich Deichmann Germany 11 10 10 1,033 

Associated British Foods Plc (ABF) United Kingdom 12 11 11 992 

Abercrombie & Fitch Co USA 16 19 12 776 

Vivarte SAS France 22 12 13 539 

Fast Retailing Co Ltd Japan 7 18 14 534 

Limited Brands Inc USA 8 21 15 466 

Tengelmann Group, The Germany 27 15 16 460 

Collective Brands Inc USA 23 13 17 446 

Arcadia Group Ltd United Kingdom 28 14 18 342 

Peek & Cloppenburg KG Germany 21 16 19 323 

Genesco Inc USA 30 21 20 321 

Table 3 Euromonitor International 
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Internationalisation Can Prove Tricky for Home Improvement and Gardening 

Retailers 

The Role of the Housing Market in Retailing 

In a positive housing market, consumers sell their homes and buy new ones more frequently. This 

creates significant demand for home improvement products as consumers often want to “make a 

house a home” by redecorating and renovating. In addition to this, consumers feel wealthier 

because the value of their assets (i.e. their homes) is increasing. This encourages further investment 

activity such as expanding the home or buying an additional property thereby further creating 

additional demand for home improvement products.  

 

Figure 9 House Price Growth, 2010-2012. Euromonitor International. 

In 2012, however, housing prices in many developed markets are still lower than in 2007, resulting in 

many consumers finding themselves in the negative equity trap. This is a situation in which 

consumers’ outstanding mortgages are higher than their asset values. As a result, consumers are less 

willing to invest in their homes, diminishing the demand for many traditional home improvement 

areas such as “build” and “renovate” departments. Demand for smaller projects, however, may 

increase as consumers look to save money by repairing items rather than replacing them. 

Emerging markets typically have faster-growing housing markets as rises in income levels augment 

the demand for better housing. This generally indicates strong demand for home improvement 

products, although the very concept of home improvement does not necessarily translate well. 
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“Do-It-Yourself” Markets Versus “Do-It-For-Me” Markets 

Income equality: Consumers earning over 

US$10,000 per annum are likely to be able 

to spend on improving their homes and 

are therefore a crude estimate for the 

demand in home improvement services. 

Consumers earning under US$1,000, on 

the other hand, are likely to work in 

unskilled positions such as handymen. This 

can be used as an indicator for the 

potential supply of home improvement 

services.  

Costs for these services in markets with a 

greater degree of income equality are 

likely to be high in relation to US$10,000 

and so many consumers will take on the 

work themselves. The minimum wage in 

the UK, for example, is more than double the average annual income. This means hiring someone to 

conduct home improvement work on your behalf is relatively expensive and validates the 

requirement for home improvement and gardening stores.  

In many markets, however, the level of income inequality is far greater, which means that handymen 

typically earn much less than those consumers who are able to spend on home improvement. This 

means that those that can afford to invest in their homes can also afford to hire workers to conduct 

the work. This diminishes the potential for the home improvement and gardening store channel as 

construction workers will buy direct from wholesalers. 

India and China are both great examples of what are known as “Do-It-For-Me” markets and foreign 

retailers have so far yet to translate the concept of “Do-It-Yourself” in either Hindi or Mandarin. 

Case Study: Chinese Consumers Fail to Get “Do-It-Yourself” Retail 

With a population of 1.3 billion, a rapidly growing property market and few major rivals, China 

appeared to be an untapped opportunity for Western home improvement retailers. However, after 

heavy losses, downsized operations and embarrassing store closures, it is quite clear that selling 

home improvement products to the Chinese is not quite as straightforward as it may have seemed. 

B&Q in China: Despite being present in the Chinese market for over a decade, B&Q only managed to 

generate small profits between the years of 2004 and 2007. Bolstered by growing sales, parent 

group, Kingfisher made the decision to acquire PriceSmart and OBI store sites in China in 2004 and 

2005, respectively. B&Q, however, was unable to make effective use of the additional space and 

sales per sq m fell drastically.  

Figure 10: 72 Markets: Income Inequality Across the World, 
2011. Euromonitor International. 
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It became apparent to B&Q that 

Chinese consumers were not 

particularly familiar with the “Do-It-

Yourself” concept and actually 

preferred to hire migrant labourers to 

carry out the work on their behalf. 

This meant that stores did not need 

to be so large and product ranges 

could be reduced without much 

impact. More importantly, stores 

needed to be service-orientated with 

a focus on the finished look rather 

than the tools required to create it. 

Ultimately, smaller service-orientated 

stores would be more profitable than the costly big-box stores. 

Many B&Q stores in China were subsequently closed down or sub-let to prevent heavy losses and 

the business now trades from a fraction of its former selling space. Kingfisher faced similar issues in 

Taiwan, South Korea and Hong Kong with property leases proving too expensive for big-box home 

improvement stores. This resulted in complete market exits occurring in 2007 for Taiwan and South 

Korea and in 2010 for Hong Kong.  

Figure 11 B&Q store in China. 
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World’s Top Home Improvement Retailers Ranked by International Sales 
 

Global Brand Owner Country of 
Origin 

Total Sales 
2011 Rank 

2006 
Rank 

2011 
Rank 

2011 
International 
Sales 

Kingfisher Plc United Kingdom 3 1 1 10,869 

Adeo Groupe France 4 3 2 8,876 

Home Depot Inc, The USA 1 2 3 7,998 

Tengelmann Group, The Germany 5 4 4 3,757 

Bauhaus GmbH & Co KG Germany 6 7 5 2,355 

Kesko Oyj Finland 21 6 6 1,779 

ZEUS Zentrale für Einkauf & Service Germany 20 5 7 1,569 

Falabella SACI Chile 15 12 8 1,419 

Praktiker Bau & Heimwerkermärkte Germany 11 8 9 1,362 

Hornbach Holding AG Germany 17 9 10 1,359 

BauMax AG Austria 28 11 11 938 

Cencosud SA Chile 32 16 12 926 

Maxeda BV Netherlands 29 10 13 851 

Lowe's Companies Inc USA 2 20 14 724 

Ace Hardware Corp USA 16 15 15 667 

Wesfarmers Ltd Australia 12 14 16 581 

Intergamma BV Netherlands 27 13 17 521 

ITM Entreprises SA France 22 17 18 346 

Home Retail Group United Kingdom 25 19 19 163 

Globus Holding GmbH & Co Germany 30 18 20 129 

Table 4 Euromonitor International 
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Additional Considerations 

The Internet: A Replacement for Stores? 

With the continuing rise of internet retailing as a channel, there has been much discussion over 

whether or not retailers still need to have such a large store footprint. This white paper takes the 

position that while more consumers will inevitably migrate to the internet in search of greater 

variety and lower prices, stores will always be a necessity for a great number of retailers who need 

to showcase their products or for those offering a unique proposition. 

For others, however, stores may not be necessary to launch into new markets. Department store 

chains such as Barney’s and Selfridges are increasingly looking to expand their potential consumer 

base by extending delivery to include international destinations. UK-based Debenhams recently 

launched a German language transactional site for a fraction of the cost it would take to open a 

department store in Germany. 

 

Figure 12  Internet Retailing Spend per Capita by Category, 2011. Euromonitor International. 

However, for all its benefits, internet retailing struggles to recreate the same level of impulse 

shopping that occurs in stores and fails to fully replace shopping as a leisure activity. This is even 

more likely to be the case in emerging markets as internet spend per capita is still far below 

developed markets both in actual terms and as a share of total retail spend. Ultimately, retailers 

looking to build a sizeable brand presence abroad will still need stores and many of them. 
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Summary and Key Learnings 

With saturation and even decline afflicting many of the world’s consumer goods markets, 

internationalisation has turned from a retail ambition into a retail necessity and over the next five 

years, many more retailers will attempt to “crack” emerging markets such as China and India. 

 Internationalisation, while increasingly important, is not a straightforward task. 

 Grocery retailers need to adapt to the local market more than retailers of non-grocery 
products. 

 Internationalisation can be more uniform for apparel retailers making the franchise model a 
workable approach. 

 Consumers from emerging markets are typically price sensitive, but are willing to spend on a 
brand if they think it is worth it. 

 Luxury products are aimed at a different demographic resulting in a different 
internationalisation route. 

 Some retail concepts, such as “Do-It-Yourself” are difficult to translate and require extensive 
adaptation. 

 Internet retailing, even in emerging markets, will diminish the number of stores required in a 
given market, but store strategy is still the best way to penetrate new markets. 

 

 

Figure 53 Short, Medium and Long Term Priorities for International Retailers. 

  

Long term 

Medium term 

Short term 

•Implement strategy for growing 
cross-border internet sales in 
developed markets 

•Pursue store growth in new 
emerging markets 

•Switch expansion focus to 
internet retailing in mature 
markets 

•Quantify invisible ceilings for 
each market 

•Assess market potential and 
rationalise stores 

•Identify new emerging markets 
for future growth 
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